
Central Florida has been fortunate that the vast majority of Florida 
Hurricanes and tropical storms missed our area That does not mean that we 
are safe from these storms. We have had at least two storms strongly affect 
our community. Hurricane Charlie (2004) and hurricane Irma (2017) resulted 
in significant damage. Charlie passed south, going through Orlando. Irma 
passed to our west. Both storms were losing strength as they approached. It 
is possible that a future storm could be a direct hit with more strength. Also 
likely are tropical storms which approach, and which have resulted in lesser, 
but still significant damage.  
TAKE HEED! 

Herein are: 
1.  Maps showing hurricane and tropical storm paths which were near CCC in it’s 

50 year history. 
2. Anecdotal evidence of hurricane Charlie (copied from the discussion Group) 
3. Hurricane Irma aftermath articles and photos from the ECHO 
4. Hurricane Irma aftermath photos provided by Cathy Popiel 
 

CENTRAL FLORIDA HURRICANES…CCC IN PARTICULAR 



There have been many storms of various strengths in the area over the years 
 (storms of all strengths since 1852)….so anything can happen! 



Category 1-5 hurricanes near Wildwood …..since 1972 when CCC 
opened 50 years ago - Charlie and Irma are in recent memories 

Source: https://coast.noaa.gov/hurricanes/#map=4/32/-80 



Category 1-5 hurricanes PLUS TROPICAL STORMS near Wildwood 
since 1972 when CCC opened 50 years ago 



Although Hurricane Charlie was the strongest and most  
remembered, at least one other caused some damage to CCC 



Charlie 2004 



CHARLIE 2004 ANECDOTES FROM THE DISCUSSION GROUP (Aug 2022) 
Catherine Main 
These are worth watching. In 2004, we had three hurricanes come right up through Wildwood doing damage to the park. 
 We lost quite a few trees, carports, and some damage to homes (not many).  
The first hurricane, Charlie, was predicted to come through here but at the last few minutes turned and went  
up through Orlando. Frances, Ivan, and Jeanne ( I think Jeanne was the name of the last one).  
The first was Bonnie which missed us completely.  
We were lucky, but our community came together like never before and everyone remained safe. 
 
Jenelle Wiley 
Catherine Main I remember that summer well!! I was living in Orlando and one coworker had to have her who house redone  
because it filled up wenM9ld betee the last 2bof the 3 storms....also, my boss was without electricity for 10 days...and was a bit  
on the grumpy side. 
 
Pete Gettys 
I was asked why I chose to live in the middle of the state. I said because I didn't want to be on the coast where all the hurricanes come.  
Our first hurricane season was 2004 and what a surprise I had. Never forget the community coming together to clean up or anything that was needed.  
I knew right then I had chose the right place to live. 
 
Catherine Main 
Pete Gettys It was remarkable the way people came together. I remember having so many in the clubhouse sheltering from the storm.  
Many went to the Wildwood shelter and were turned away because they were at capacity.  
Others fled, but some drove as far as Virginia and still couldn't find a vacant hotel. Many said the heck with it and stayed home.  
I remember Charlie Abell, Tex Dickard, and Russ going around the community finding a couple of people in their damaged homes and bringing  
them to the clubhouse. I remember them clearing the roads so emergency vehicles could get in. I remember the (then) restaurant manager s 
taying and providing $5.00 meals to people in the clubhouse. I remember people sitting around playing cards, visiting, and being occupied  
while waiting out the storms. I remember the power being out in Phase II and Phase III and Barb Abell and myself cooking food that would have 
 spoiled had it sat in dumpsters waiting for power to return. People from Phase II and III came to the clubhouse to eat because restaurants in the area  
were closed and they had no place to cook and/or keep food. The men's locker room was a "medical unit" for those on oxygen or needing some sort  
of medical care. We learned that the EMS will not respond when winds exceed 40 mph. We learned that the "shelters" in the area are filled  
to capacity during these storms and there is no room for many of the area residents. Best of all, we learned to come together as a community  
and recover quickly. It could have been much, much worse. 
 
Pete Gettys 
It could have been worse. Think about it Cathy a lot of the people we worked with and ate with are now gone. I hope the people replacing them  
are as friendly and helpful as they were. I hope not trying to change everything that made the community what it was. 
 
Catherine Main 
Pete Gettys There was a real sense of community and "family", Pete. 
 
Frank B. Snyder III 
Catherine Main I worked for FEMA during that time and was all over Florida. Got sent in before the hurricane to be FEMA’s man on the ground  
to report in as soon as it passed. After what I have seen our central Florida area appealed to me too! 



IRMA 2017 

Irma was a category one storm when it passed to our west. 
The following pages document the aftermath of this storm. 
Imagine what would happen if it were a direct hit at greater strength! 



GM report From  
Oct 2017 ECHO 



Board president 
 report From  
Oct 2017 ECHO 



Irma aftermath photos  
from Oct 2017 ECHO 



From Oct 2017 ECHO 



Cathy Popiel provided the hurricane Irma pictures on the following pages 



Hurricane Irma aftermath 2017 



Hurricane Irma aftermath 2017 



Hurricane Irma aftermath 2017 



Hurricane Irma aftermath 2017 


